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Abstract
The solid state physical approach is widely used for the characterization of electronic
properties of DNA. In the simplest case the helical symmetry is explicitly utilized with
a repeat unit containing only a single nucleotide or nucleotide pair. This model provides
a band structure that is easily interpretable and reflects the main characteristic features
of the single nucleotide or a nucleotide pair chain, respectively. The chemical variability
of the different DNA chains is, however, almost completely neglected in this way. In
the present work we have investigated the effect of the different sequences on the band
structure of periodic DNA models. For this purpose we have applied the Hartree-Fock
crystal orbital method for single and double stranded DNA chains with two different
subsequent nucleotides in the repeat unit of former and two different nucleotide pairs in
the latter case, respectively. These results are compared to simple helical models with
uniform sequences. The valence and conduction bands related to the stacked nucleotide
bases of single stranded DNA built up only from guanidine as well as of double stranded
DNA built up only from guanidine-cytidine pairs showed special properties different from
the other cases. Namely, larger conduction and lower valence band positions and this way
larger band gaps and smaller widths of these bands. With the introduction of non-uniform
sequences containing guanidine became more similar to each other and to the other ones.
The maximal band widths of the non-uniform sequences are considerably smaller than
in the case of uniform sequences implying smaller charge carrier mobilities both in the
conduction and valence bands.
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1. Introduction
The electronic properties of DNA attracts remarkable scientific interest for a long
time. Since the first experimental evidences of charge transport through a DNA chain
[1, 2] several aspects of this process was investigated in the last twenty years using different
experimental setups in solution, on solid surfaces and also single molecular measurements
(for a recent review see Ref. [3]). Independently on the methods used the experiments
proved that the charge transfer is very sensitive to the structural and environmental
fluctuations.
These effects allow coherent charge transport first of all in the short range case at
room temperature. The transport mechanism at longer ranges show a complex behaviour
[4, 5] and is still investigated. However, at lower temperatures for a single DNA helix
fixed on a solid surface, the band-like description of a perfectly symmetric chain can
be a proper approximation. Such an experimental arrangement was reported by Shapir
et al.[6]. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy was applied to measure the current-voltage
characteristics and to derive the local density of states (DOS) of long DNA molecules
(built of subsequent guanine-cytosine nucleotide pairs) deposited on a gold surface, at
78 K. The DOS obtained this way was compared to the results of a density functional
Car-Parrinello calculation of the same DNA chain with Na+ counter-ions. The peaks of
the experimental and theoretical DOS-s were found to be similar in the negative energy
region. It was also suggested that the measured gap of ∼ 2.5 eV originates from energy
difference between the guanine-type HOMO and the unoccupied impurity bands related
to the Na+ ions. The electron transport properties of long natural or quasi-random
sequences can be also treated theoretically using parametrized tight-binding Hamiltonian
for the description of the electronic structure and Landauer-Büttiker formalism for the
calculation of I-V characteristics (see e.g. [7]).
DNA is a possible component of nanoelectronical devices. The conduction through a
single DNA chain was measured using metallic [8, 9] and covalently bound carbon nan-
otubes as contacts [10]. Nanowires were fabricated by inlaying different metal ions (like Ag
[11] or Au [12]) in its minor and major grooves. Although the charge transfer mechanism
in DNA is under a continuous debate [13] we believe that the solid state physical approach
can contribute to the understanding of properties of these nanoelectronic devices.
During the fifties and the sixties of the last century the ab initio Hartree-Fock Crystal
Orbital (HFCO) theory was developed in a great extent [14–18]. Subsequently the theory
was also generalized for the helical systems [19]. The application of these methods made
possible a great success in the progress of the description of the electronic structure of
polymers (including biopolymers) [18]. In two recent papers [20, 21] we have applied the
HFCO method for calculation of the energy band structures of the four single stranded as
well as the double stranded periodic DNA models [22] in the presence of water and Na+
ions.
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In the present paper we report Hartree-Fock crystal orbital energy band structure
calculations for DNA using two different single nucleotides in the repeat unit of single
stranded and two different nucleotide pairs in double stranded DNA model, respectively
in the presence of counter ions. The water is not taken into account because the presence
of water molecules induce only small changes in the framework of the HFCO model we
apply as it was pointed out in a recent paper where we investigated the influence of the
water molecules in the vicinity of Na+ ions on the band structure of double stranded DNA
built from a single nucleotide pair [22]. The results obtained this way are compared to
those obtained for a simple helical model having a single nucleotide in the repeat unit of
single stranded and a nucleotide pair in the double stranded model.
2. Methods
As it is well known the building blocks of DNA are the nucleotides built up from
nucleotide bases (i.e. adenine (A), guanine (G), thymine (T ), cytosine (C)) and the sugar-
phosphate backbone that forms the framework of the double helix. In the followings we
denote the nucleotides with the one letter code of the corresponding base with a tilde
on it (i.e. A˜, G˜, T˜ , C˜). The simplest periodic DNA model is a single stranded (SS)
homopolynucleotide containing a single nucleotide (SN) in the repeat unit (we refer to
it later as: SS-SN). Four different models belong to this class, we denote them by p(A˜),
p(G˜), p(T˜ ), p(C˜), where p refers to the polymer. The corresponding double stranded (DS)
model is built up from a single nucleotide pair (SNP) (i.e. G˜ − C˜ or A˜ − T˜ ) (DS-SNP).
Only two different models of this kind can be formed: p(G˜ − C˜) and p(A˜ − T˜ ). These
models reflect important characteristic features of the DNA structure but mostly neglect
its chemical variability because of having a monotonic base sequence. A step towards the
understanding the influence of the sequential variability on the electronic structure is to
place two different building blocks in the repeat unit, that is two different nucleotides in
the single stranded (SS-DN: single strand-double nucleotide ) and two different base pairs
in the double stranded (DS-DNP: double strand- double nucleotide pair) model. The SS-
DN model family is the most populated one, having six members in the form of p(X˜/Y˜ ),
where X˜/Y˜ are subsequent nucleotides along the single strand with the following possible
cases: G˜/A˜, G˜/˜C, G˜/˜T , A˜/T˜ , A˜/C˜, T˜/C˜. There are only four members belonging to the
DS-DNP model system: p(G˜/A˜− C˜/˜T ), p(G˜/T˜ − C˜/A˜), p(G˜/C˜ − C˜/˜G) and p(A˜/˜T − T˜/A˜).
Here we used the convention that the first nucleotide in the first strand forms H-bonds
with the first one in the second strand (i.e. G˜ with C˜ and A˜ with T˜ in the case of
p(G˜/A˜− C˜/T˜ )).
The ab initio HF crystal orbital (CO) method in the linear combination of atomic or-
bitals (LCAO) approximation [15–17, 23], was used for the characterization of electronic
properties of the above described DNA models. This method was also extended for gen-
eral periodicity [19] (for instance helix operation in DNA B: translation + simultaneous
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rotation both of the nuclei and the basis functions in the plane perpendicular to the long
axis of the double helix) using the isomorphism of the translational group and the sym-
metry group belonging to the helix operation. This generalized theory was implemented
in an extended version of J. Mintmire’s PolyXa computer code [24], originally designed
for the local density functional treatment of quasi 1D polymers.
As it is well known HF method overestimates the band gap periodic systems (see
e.g. Chapter 2 of Ref. [18]). In a paper by two of us [25] the influence of the electron
correlation (in the form of MP2 quasi-particle method) on the band structure of nucleotide
base stacks was investigated. It was shown that valence bands were shifted upwards, the
conduction bands downwards and consequently, the band gap decreased by 2-3 eV. In
spite of the considerable changes in the numerical values the main characteristic features
of the band structure (like e.g. the order of band gap values for the four nucleotide
base) remained highly similar. From these results we can infer that the effect of electron
correlation would give similar corrections for our systems. Therefore, the trends found in
our HF investigations would remain valid for the correlation corrected band structures,
as well.
The input geometries for the single and double stranded helices with different se-
quences used in our calculations were generated by the Ascalap Designer program [26].
In the case of single repeat units the helix operation in DNA B geometry going from one
nucleotide base to the other one we shifted the atomic nuclei by 3.36 A˚ along the main
axis of the helix and rotated them by 36o around the same axis, for double repeat units
these values were also doubled. As in our earlier calculations we used Clementi’s double
ζ basis set [27] in the LCAO expansion and 25 k-points in the first Brillouin zone for the
k-space integration.
Mulliken population analysis was used for the identification of the dominating contri-
butions to the orbital populations in order to distinguish the charge transport through
the stacked nucleotide bases and the role of DNA backbone and counter ions.
3. Results and discussion
In our earlier studies we investigated several DNA models from the simple nucleotide
base stacks to double stranded polynucleotide models in the presence of Na+ counter
ions and water molecules of the first solvatation shell (for a comparative evaluation see
Ref. [22]). Here we recollect only the conclusions related to the topic of the present
work namely the differences of the single stranded and double stranded polynucleotide
models in the presence of Na+ ions. We have found that all the bands of the DNA helix
built up from nucleotide pairs G˜ − C˜, A˜ − T˜ , (p(G˜ − C˜) and p(A˜ − T˜ ) using the notation
introduced earlier) are shifted considerably in all cases upwards as compared to the single
chain results (p(G˜), p(C˜), p(A˜) and p(T˜ )). This effect was explained by the ∼ 0.2e charge
transfer from the sugars of both chains to the nucleotide bases. The fundamental gaps
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between the nucleotide base-type highest filled and lowest unfilled bands were decreased
by 1-3 eV in both cases, because the valence bands are purine-type and the conduction
bands pyrimidine-type, respectively, while in the case of single homopolynucleotides they
belong to the same base. We also pointed out that the lowest unoccupied orbital is
mainly Na+-type in both investigated cases and several unoccupied bands (belonging to
the Na+ ions and somewhat to the phosphate group) can be found between this and
the first unoccupied pyrimidine-type empty band. For the better comparability we have
recalculated these results using the geometry constructed with the same software [26],
that is slightly different from that we had used earlier. The results are listed in Tables 1
and 2.
Table 1 and 2
The numerical values of valence and conduction bands as well as their widths are
somewhat different but the above conclusions remained fully valid. In these tables as
well as in Tables 3,4 we listed the energy band data of the highest occupied and lowest
unoccupied crystal orbitals (HOCO, LUCO) having orbital populations mainly from the
nucleotide bases (base-type crystal orbital). The short characterization of the crystal
orbital populations can be found in the last column of these tables. The bands in the
base-type gap belonging to the unoccupied orbitals with non-negligible contribution from
the sugar-phosphate backbone and/or from the Na+ counter ions are also listed in these
tables.
The highest occupied (valence) and the lowest unoccupied (conduction) bands of the
four investigated models (SS-SN, SS-DN, DS-SNP, DS-DNP) showed very similar char-
acter. The orbital population of the highest occupied crystal orbital is mainly from the
base(s) (base-type). We can also identify the base-type empty band with the lowest en-
ergy (referred as base type conduction band). Between these two bands there are several
bands belonging to a crystal orbital that has mostly contributions from the Na+ counter
ions and the phosphate groups. The one with the lowest energy will be referred later as
non-base-type conduction band (for the schematic representation see Fig. 1).
Figure 1
In Table 3 we present the main characteristic features of the base-type highest occupied
and lowest unoccupied bands of the single stranded model with two different, subsequent
nucleotides in the repeat unit (SS-DN). In the single stranded case with a single nucleotide
in the repeat unit (SS-SN) the p(G˜) showed exceptional behavior in a sense. The lower
limit of the conduction band was the lowest (3.497 eV) and the upper limit of the valence
band was the highest (-6.237 eV) and this way also the base-type gap was the lowest
(9.734 eV) among the four homopolynucleotides. Changing every second guanine to an
other base the band gap increases to ∼11 eV (p(G˜/A˜), p(G˜/T˜ ), p(G˜/C˜)) even in the case
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of adenine which is also a purine type base like guanine. This comes mainly from the
upward shift of the conduction band due to its mixed character of LUCO. This orbital
has contributions besides from guanine also from the other base (A, T or C) and also
from the sugar phosphate backbone. For the remaining three sequences (p(A˜/T˜ ), p(A˜/˜C),
p(T˜/C˜)) we have obtained similar results with a somewhat larger gap between 11.427 eV
and 12.065 eV.
The band widths also changed with the introduction of non-monotonic sequence in
the single stranded case. For p(G˜), p(C˜), p(A˜) and p(T˜ ) we obtained 0.557, 0.104, 0.220
and 0.776 eV for the highest occupied and 0.487, 0.438, 0.078 and 0.093 eV for the lowest
unoccupied base-type bands, respectively. In the non-monotonic case we calculated the
largest conduction band widths for the p(T˜/C˜) and p(G˜/A˜) cases (0.116 eV and 0.114
eV) and the largest valence band width for p(G˜/C˜) (0.175 eV). This is the maximal band
width in these systems implying that the expected charge carrier mobility is smaller for
the non-monotonic sequences than for the monotonic ones in the single stranded case.
4-5 non-base type empty bands are between the valence and base-type conduction
bands in the case of SS-DN model. The lower limits of the lowest lying non-base-type
bands (having population from the phosphate groups and the counter ions) are around
0 eV (see Table 3 ), their widths are between 0.082 – 0.097 eV. In the SS-SN model the
position of these bands are very similar but their width is larger, 0.263 – 0.284 eV.
Table 3
In Table 4 we listed the main characteristic features of the double stranded model with
two different, subsequent nucleotide pairs in the repeat unit (DS-DNP). In the case of
DS-SNP model in our earlier calculations we obtained characteristic differences between
the p(G˜ − C˜) and p(A˜ − T˜ ) models. The base type valence band was positioned higher
(with more than 1 eV) and the conduction band somewhat lower (with around 0.2 eV) in
the former than in the latter case (see Table 2). This way the base-type band gap is also
smaller for p(G˜− C˜) (9.00 eV) than the 10.40 eV obtained in the case of p(A˜− T˜ ).
Dropping the monotonous sequence used in the DS-SNP model (Table 4) caused grad-
ual shift from the values obtained for p(G˜ − C˜) in the direction of the value of p(A˜ − T˜ ).
To be more specific the upper limit of the valence band for the p(G˜ − C˜) chain is -4.17
eV. Substituting every second G˜− C˜ nucleotide pair with an A˜− T˜ this quantity is shifted
down to -4.62 eV. This relatively small change is due to fact that we substituted the
purine (G) base with an other purine (A) and the C with an other pyrimidine base T .
This way the change in the overlapping pi-electron systems is small, which is supported by
the dominantly G+A character of the valence band obtained from the population analysis.
If we introduced pyrimidine type base after the guanine p(G˜/˜T − C˜/A˜), p(G˜/C˜ − C˜/G˜),
respectively, the upper limit of the valence band shifts further to the values of -4.96 eV
and -4.86 eV, respectively. It is interesting to mention that in the former case the orbital
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population is dominated by G with some further contribution from the subsequent T , but
in the latter case the valence band has population from the guanines placed in zig-zag
form on the two chains. For the only DS-DNP sequence without guanine p(A˜/T˜ − T˜/A˜)
the upper limit of the valence band is shifted further to -5.59 eV which is even lower than
the -5.40 eV obtained for the p(A˜− T˜ ) model. The orbital population is dominated by the
two adenines on an analogous way as it was described for the p(G˜/C˜ − C˜/G˜).
The lower limit of conduction band shifted upwards from the 4.83 eV (p(G˜− C˜)) to the
values of 5.04, 5.26, 5.41 and 5.41 eV for the p(G˜/A˜−C˜/T˜ ), p(G˜/˜T−C˜/˜A), p(G˜/˜C−C˜/G˜) and
p(A˜/T˜ − T˜/A˜) models, respectively. The conduction band has a no-negligible population
from the sugar-phosphate backbone in every case. The base contributions show the same
pattern as in the valence band case. The conduction band of p(G˜/˜A − C˜/˜T ) has a C+T ,
p(G˜/T˜ − C˜/A˜) a C+A character. In case of p(G˜/C˜ − C˜/˜G) it is dominated by the two
cytosines and for p(A˜/T˜ − T˜ /˜A) by the two thymines (last column of Table 4).
The band widths in the DS-DNP model are in general smaller than in single pair case
(DS-SNP). The highest value was obtained for p(G˜/˜A − C˜/˜T ), 0.106 eV and 0.185 eV for
the valence and conduction bands, respectively (Table 4). The corresponding values for
DS-SNP model are 0.62 eV and 0.31 eV in the p(G˜− C˜) case.
Nine to ten non-base type empty bands are situated in the gap in the case of the
DS-DNP model. The lower limit of the lowest lying non-base-type bands are between
0.1 – 0.3 eV their widths are between 0.082 – 0.094 eV, their population in mainly coming
from the phosphate groups and the counter ions (Table 4). The positions of these bands
in the DS-SNP model are very similar but they are somewhat wider 0.265 eV and 0.257
eV in the cases of p(G˜ − C˜) and p(A˜ − T˜ ), respectively. The band gap between the base
type valence and the non-base-type conduction band of the chains in the DS-DNP model
is approximately equal to the negative of the upper limits of the valence bands and this
way considerably smaller than the base-type gap.
Table4
It is worth mentioning that non-base type empty bands are situated in the gap prob-
ably play an important role in charge transport at low temperature for a DNA chain
fixed on a solid surface as it was suggested by Porath and his coworkers [6]. However in
water solution at normal temperature the fluctuations of ions and the surrounding water
molecules most probably excludes these ion related states from these processes. At the
same time the interaction of DNA with the hydrated counter ions results in changes of ge-




In this study we investigated the influence of base sequence on the Hartree-Fock crys-
tal orbital energy band structure of single and double stranded DNA models. For this
purpose we compared the cases when the repeat unit contained one or two different single
nucleotides for single stranded further one or two different nucleotide pairs in the double
stranded DNA model in the presence of Na+ counter ions. The band structure of single
stranded DNA built up only from guanidine as well as of double stranded DNA built up
only from guanidine-citidine pairs showed special properties different from the other se-
quences. Namely, they have the highest lying valence bands and the smallest fundamental
gaps. If one introduce non-monotonic sequences containing G˜, but also other-type of nu-
cleotides, the characteristic quantities determining the conduction properties (mobilities)
change in a way that the unique properties of p(G˜) become less significant.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the band structure of the investigated systems,
representing their common features.
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Table 1: The influence of the sequence on the main characteristic features (l.l.:lower limit, w.:width and
gap) of valence band (VB), base-type and non-base-type conduction bands (CB) of single stranded DNA
models having a single nucleotide in the repeat unit. The main contributions of the corresponding crystal
orbital populations are indicated in the last column (Type). All energy values are in eV-s. The widths
of bands are written in bold face if they are larger than 0.1 eV (the thermal energy at 300K is 0.026 eV).
p(G˜) Base-type CB l.l.a (w.b) 3.497 (0.487) G + PO4+ Sugar
Gap 9.734
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.105 (0.263) Na + PO4
Gap 6.312
VB u.l.c (w.) -6.237 (0.557) G
p(C˜) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.370 (0.438) C + PO4+ Sugar
Gap 11.484
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) -0.168 (0.284) Na + PO4
Gap 6.946
VB u.l. (w.) -7.114 (0.104) C
p(A˜) Base-type CB l.l.(w.) 5.104(0.078) A + PO4+ Sugar
Gap 11.993
Non-base-type CB l.l.(w.) -0.023(0.276) Na + PO4
Gap 6.863
VB u.l.(w.) -6.886(0.220) A
p(T˜ ) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.214 (0.093) T + PO4+ Sugar
Gap 11.765
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) -0.147 (0.282) Na + PO4
Gap 7.833




Table 2: Same as Table 1 but for the double stranded DNA having one nucleotide pair in the repeat unit.
All energy values are in eV-s.
p(G˜− C˜) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.835 (0.310) C + PO4+ Sugar
Gap 9.004
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.108 (0.265) Na + PO4
Gap 4.434
VB u.l. (w.) -4.169 (0.624) G
p(A˜− T˜ ) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.995 (0.295) T + PO4+ Sugar
Gap 10.400
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.243 (0.257) Na + PO4
Gap 5.648
VB u.l. (w.) -5.405 (0.208) A
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Table 3: Same as Table 1 but for single stranded DNA having two different nucleotides on the top of
each other in the repeat unit. All energy values are in eV-s.
p(G˜/A˜) Base-type CB l.l.(w.) 4.807 (0.156) G + A +Sugar + PO4
Gap 11.161
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.051 (0.273) Na + PO4
Gap 6.627
VB u.l. (w.) -6.354 (0.114) G + A
p(G˜/˜T ) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.638 (0.171) G + T +Sugar + PO4
Gap 11.207
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) -0.003 (0.277) Na + PO4
Gap 6.566
VB u.l. (w.) -6.569 (0.033) G + few T
p(G˜/C˜) Base-type CB l.l.(w.) 4.748 (0.175) G + C +Sugar + PO4
Gap 10.973
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) -0.012 (0.276) Na + PO4
Gap 6.213
VB u.l. (w.) -6.225 (0.006) G + few C
p(A˜/T˜ ) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.938 (0.036) A + T +Sugar + PO4
Gap 12.065
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) -0.086 (0.094) Na + PO4
Gap 7.041
VB u.l. (w.) -7.127 (0.035) A + T
p(A˜/C˜) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.591 (0.054) A + C +Sugar + PO4
Gap 11.427
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) -0.094 (0.280) Na + PO4
Gap 6.742
VB u.l. (w.) -6.836 (0.007) A + few C
p(T˜/C˜) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 4.295 (0.088) T + C +Sugar + PO4
Gap 11.696
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) -0.158 (0.099) Na + PO4
Gap 7.243
VB u.l. (w.) -7.401 (0.116) T + C
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Table 4: Same as Table 1 but for the double stranded DNA model having two nucleotide pairs in the
repeat unit. All energy values are in eV-s.
p(G˜/A˜− C˜/T˜ ) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 5.041 (0.185) C + T + PO4 + Sugar
Gap 9.664
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.175 (0.091) Na + PO4
Gap 4.798
VB u.l. (w.) -4.623 (0.106) G + A
p(G˜/T˜ − C˜/A˜) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 5.262 (0.147) C + A + PO4 + Sugar
Gap 10.225
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.298 (0.097) Na + PO4
Gap 5.261
VB u.l. (w.) -4.963 (0.019) G + few T
p(G˜/C˜ − C˜/G˜) Base-type CB l.l.(w.) 5.408 (0.137) C1 + C2+ PO4 + Sugar
Gap 10.271
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.370 (0.094) Na + PO4
Gap 5.233
VB u.l. (w.) -4.863 (0.055) G1 + G2
p(A˜/T˜ − T˜/A˜) Base-type CB l.l. (w.) 5.410 (0.109) T1 + T2+ PO4 + Sugar
Gap 11.005
Non-base-type CB l.l. (w.) 0.357 (0.082) Na + PO4
Gap 5.952
VB u.l. (w.) -5.595 (0.089) A1 + A2
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